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RE: Petition for the Issuance of a Rule Regarding Natural Label Claims 

Dear Dr. Post: 

The August 2005 change to the USDA Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) 
Natural Policy renders the policv's guidance internally inconsistent and creates 
confusion regarding whether a meat or poultry product bearing a Natural claim may 
yet contain chemical preservatives and synthetic ingredients. Because the interests of 
consumer protection and confidence require clarity and certainty in the use of the word 
"natural" on product labeling, Hormel Foods Corporation hereby submits this Petition, 
under 7 CFR 1.29 and 5 U.S.C. 553(e), for the Issuance of a Rule Regarding Natural 
Label Claims. 

I. Action Requested 

Hormel Foods Corporation requests the USDA Food Safety and Inspection 
Service to initiate rulemaking procedures to amend 9 CFR 317 and 9 CFR 381.129 to 
codify the definition of "natural" and clarify the circumstances under which it map be 
used on the label of a meat or poultry product. Consistent with current longstanding 
policy and practice, a meat or poultry product should not bear a "natural" label unless 
(1) it does not contain artificial flavorings, artificial coloring ingredients, other artificial 
or synthetic ingredients, or chemical preservatives, and (2) it is not more than 
minimally processed. Issues of consumer confidence and consistency in labeling dictate 
that exceptions for specific chemical preservatives and synthetic ingredients should not 
be a1lotn~ed.J 

' Consistent with 21 CFR 101.1OO(a)(3), the only exception that should be allowed are specific and 
unavoidable incidental additives or processing aids. 



11. Background 

Consulner interests in natural products are rising. Not surprisingly, 
manufacturers are seeking to establish marketing presence in this growing niche. 
Efforts by manufacturers to meet consumer preferences are generally applauded. 
Recent changes in the USDA FSTS's Natural Policv, however, provide inconsistent 
guidance which may provide loopholes that would allow manufacturers to manipulate 
exceptions in the Policv to confuse consumers and erode the meaning of the Natural 
label. 

A. Prior Natural Policy 

The original Natural Policv was issued over 23 years ago, on November 22,1982. 
This prior Policy was consistent with consumer expectations and was easily understood 
and applied by industry and regulators alike. 

The term "natural" may be used on labeling for meat and poultry 
products, provided the applicant for such labeling demonstrates that: 

(1) the product does not contain anv artificial flavor or 
flavoring, coloring ingredient, or chem~cal preservative (as defined 
in 21 CFR 101.22), or any other artificial or svnthetic ingredient; and 

(2) the product and its ingredients are not rnme than minimally 
processed. 

Minimal processing may include: (a) those traditional processes 
used to make food edible or to preserve it or to make it safe for 
human consumption, e.g., smoking, roasting, freezing, drying, and 
fermenting, or (b) those physical processes which do not 
fundamentally alter the raw product and/or which only separate a 
whole, intact food into component parts, e.g., grinding meat, 
separating eggs into albumen and yolk, and pressing fruits to 
produce juices.' 

B. Current Natural Policy 

In .August 2005, the Policy was changed. The basic two-part reyuirement 
remains unchanged. It continues to prohibit chemical preservatives, artificial flavorings 
and colorants, and other artificial or synthetic ingredients and requires that products bc 

2 Policy Memo 055 (Nov. 22,1982) 



mintmally processed. The new Policy further provides additional guidance regarding 
the use of ingredients that have been more than minimally processeci and differentiates 
"natural product" claims from "natural ingredient" claims. 

Two new provisio~is of the Natural Policv, however, create inconsistencv within 
the Policy and, consequently, the potential for consumer confusion and erosion of the 
significance of the natural clairn. These provisions are (1) the acceptance of sodium 
lactate from a corn source for "all natural" claims and (2) the reference to the National 
Organic Policy for acceptable ingredients allowed for "all natural" claims. 

The current Natural Policv provides: 

The term "natural" may be used on labeling for meat and poultry 
products, providecl the applicant for such labeling demonstrates 
that: 

the product does not contain any artificial flavor or 
flavoring, coloring ingredient, or chemical preservative (as 
defined in 21 CFR 101.22), or any other artificial or synthetic 
ingredient; and 

the product and its mgredients are not more than minimally 
processed. 

Minimal processing may include: (a) those traditional processes 
used to make food edible or to preserve it or to make it safe for 
human consun~ption, e.g., smoking, roasting, freezing, drying, and 
fermenting, or (b) those physical processes which do not 
funltamentallv alter the raw product and/or which only separate a 
whole, intact food into component parts, e.g., grinding meat, 
separating eggs into albumen and yolk, and pressing fruits to 
produce juices. 

Relatively severe processes, e.g., solvent extraction, acid hvdrol\.sis, 
and chemical bleaching M ~ O U I ~  clearly be considered more than 
minimal processing. Thus, the use of a natural flavor or flavoring 
in compliance with 21 CFR 101.22 which has undergone more than 
minimal processing n~ould place a product in which it is used 
outside the scope of these guidelines. Hrtwever, the presence of an 
ingredient which has been more than mii~imally processed would 
not necessarily preclude the product from being promoted as 
natural. Exceptions ot this tvpe may be granted on a case-by-case 
basis if it can he demonstrated that the use of such an ingredient 



would not significantly change the character of the procluct to the 
point that it could no longer be considered a natural product. In 
such cases, the natural claim must be qualified to clearly and 
conspicuously identifv the ingredient, e.g., "all natural or all 
natural ingredients except dextrose, modified food starch, etc." 

All products claiming to be natural or a natural food should be 
accompanied by a brief statement which explains what is meant bv 
the term natural, i.e., that the product is a natural food because it 
contains no artificial ingredients and is only minimally prctcessed. 
This statement should appear directly beneath or beside all natural 
claims or, if elsewhere on the principal displav panel; an asterisk 
should be uqed to tie the explanation to the claim. 

The decision to approve or deny the use of a natural claim may be 
affected by the specific context in which the claim is made. For 
example, claims indicating that a product is a natural food, e.g., 
"Natural chili" or "chili - a natural product" would be 
unacceptable for a product containing beet powder which 
artificially colors the finished product. "All natural ingredients" 
might be an acceptable claim for such a product. 

Note: Sugar, sodium lactate (from a corn source), natural 
flavorings from ctleoresins or extractives are acceptable for "all 
natural" claims. 

This entrv cancels Policy Memo 055 dated Xovember 22,1987. 

See: 7 CFR NO13 Final Report, part 205.601 through 205.606 for 
acceptable ingredients allowed for all natural  claim^.^ 

111. Argument 

Agencies and citizens alike have long recognized the necessitv of a clear 
definition of the word "natural" used on labeling claims. Consumers are confused as to 
the specific meaning, but are consistent in their assumptions that 'natural' products do 
not contain artificial or synthetic ingredients or preser~ratives. 

The new FSIS Natural Policy does little to solve-and tvill likelv onlv exacerbate- 
consumer confusion. Its far-reaching exemptions for certain artificial and svnthetic 

' United States 1)apartrneni of Agriculture, Food Safety and Inspection Service, i>tfice of Poiicy, I'i-ograni 
and flnrp1oyt.e I>cvelopment, Foor)SmNi>-\i<us ,AND L ~ ~ t i . i x c ;  Po i i t r  lSoo~, hug.  2005. 
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~ngreciicnts and preservatives swallow its purported prohibitions on such ingredients, 
rendering the Policv meatlinglesq and eroding the meaning of the Natural claim. 

A. Interests of Consumer Protection and Confidence Dictate Codification of 
the Natural Claim. 

Agency recognition of the need for a clear definition controlling Natural claims 
and consequent attempts at formal rulemaking date back to the rarlv 1980s. Recent 
citizens petitions filed with the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) underscore the 
continuect need for codification of the Natural Claim. 

1. Agencies have long recognized the need for a clear definition of 
"natural." 

The great consumer interest in a clear definition for "natural" label claims is 
demonstrated by over 20 years of rulemaking history. In the early 1980s, the Federal 
Trade Commission proposed to define "natural" foods as "those with no artificial 
ingredients ancl only minimal processing."GVhei~ the effort was subsequentl~ 
abandoned in 1983,;he FTC rationalized its inaction by noting its proposal concerned 
only advertising and trusting the consumer would be properlv informed bv product 
labeling.' Commissioner Michael Pertschuk's separate statement, however, voiced 
continued concern for consumer protection: 

This abdication invites a free-for-all for deceptive health 
claims for food-claims which will cynically exploit anci 
distort gowing public concern with diet and health. 
Advertisers will continue to spend fortunes to promote high 
fat foods as healthful, highlv processed foods as natural, and 
high calorie foods as "cfietetic" or as miracle energy tonics.6 

The next effort to define the term "natural" came from the Food ancl Drug 
Administration in 1989.7 As the agencv noted, "The meaning and use of the term 
'natural' on the label are of considerable interest to consumers and industrv." It further 
conclucled "tl~at uses of 'natural' claims are confusing and mislead~ng to consumers and 
frequently breach the public's legitimate expectations about their meaning."x Because 
of the consumer interest and widespread use of tile term, FDA concluded that it should 
define the term. "FDA believes that if the term 'natural' is actequatelv defineci, the 

SLY 18 1;R 23270.01 
hi. at 3270. " ' ihus consumers have ready access to much of the intormation owerrd in the food rule a t  

the point of sale, %,here it is of most value to the decision to purchase." lit. 
iif. at 3271. 
34 FR 60121 

"6 FFR 60121,60466. 
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ambiguity surrounding use of the term that results in misleading claims could be 
abated "" 

In response to its advance notice of proposed rulemaking on this issue, FDA 
receix~ed 450 written comnlents addressing the terms "light", "fresh and "natural." 
These comments almost universally agreed the FDA shoulcl act as quickly as possible to 
define these terms."] A common concern noted the unregulated use of such descriptors 
resulted in consumer confusion. One comment noted the terms were "meaningless" 
and "primarily used as marketing tools rather than as guides for the health conscious 
consumer."" By contrast, food industry representatives requested flexibility in the use 
of the descriptors.12 

In 1993, however, citing resource limitations and other priorities, FDA 
abandoned its efforts to define "natural." This was in spite of its continued belief that 
tile term should be defined to avoid misleading consumers,13 

2. A clear definition of "natural" will further consumer and industry 
interests. 

a) Consumers continue to report confusion and call for 
rulemaking to define "natural." 

'The agencies' earlier acknowledgements of consumer confusion continue to be 
reaffirmed in consumer research and recent rulemaking petitions. General consumer 
interest in eliminating artificial ingredients and preservatives from their diets is on the 
rise. In 2001, only 8% of consumers checked food labels to determine the type and 
presence of preservatives in foods. By 2003, that number had increased dramatically, to 
670/0.'Wn the other side of this interest in food labeling, however, is continued 
consumer confusion regarding the meaning of "natural."l" 

Businesses and citizens groups have taken up the rulemaking gauntlet where the 
agencies left off. On Februarv 28,2006, the Sugar Association petitioned the FDA to 

id. 
"1 I d .  at h(l121-22. 
" ili. at 60122. 
' 2  iii. 
1; 58 FIZ 2302, 2407. 
'4 A. Elizabeth Sloan, Natural Foods 'iarketing Directions, Fc>oi:rKtiuot.ocu. 11 (May 2003) [Irereinafter 
"Natural Foods Marketing Directions"]. 
'5 Care should be taken not to follo\v the iead of the Natiotial Orgariic Policy's allowailce of several 
different levels oi "organic." One source refers to organic as an "endangered category" as too many roles 
and different standards are causing consumers ti, lose trust. A. Elizabeth Sloan, New Product Showcases 
Sizzle with 'iensational Ideas, Iyc>'i?c?iirFCFi%o?i?t;V 36-4410 (%?pt. 2005j [hereinafter "New I'roduct 
Showcases Sizzle"]. 
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define "natural" for labeling claims.'h 111 support of the need for the rulemaking, the 
petition cites the "steady - .  growth of consumer interest in natural and organic producks" 
and stated that 63?i of consumers prefer natural foods and vegetables." The petition 
requests the FDA to eliminate consumer confusion and minimize misleading claims by 
adopting strict regulations defining "natural." It further proposes that the FDA 
maintain consistency across the federal agencies bv defining "natural" consistent w-ith 
the current USDA policy.'Wn March 13,2006, the Center for Science in the Public 
Interest wrote in support of the petition.'" 

Consumer research continues to report confusion among consumers as to the 
meaning of "iiatural" and underscore the need for a clear definition. Survev results 
cited by the National Consumers League state focus group participants "unanimouslv 
agreed that there was a need for greater regulation of the 'natural' products regarding 
labeling, advertising, and industry standards. " Consumers report interest in regulation 
that would define "natural" and develop standards to control the presence of 
preservatives, chemicals, additives and the degree of processing. "' 

In the absence of a codified definition, the Center for Science in the Public 
Interest (CSPI) has resorted to enforcement action requests and threats of lawsuits to 
protect the integritv of "natural" claims. In July 2002, CSPI requested the FDA to take 
enforcement action against Ben & Jerry's Homemade Holdings, Inc. for false and 
misleading "all natural" claims on its ice creams. CSPf alleged the ingredients, partially 
hydrogenated soybean oil, alkalized cocoa powder, corn svrup, and corn syrup solids, 
were not natural." 

In Mav 2006, CSPI again took on a major food products manufacturer's "natural" 
claims. This time, CSPI alleged Cadbur\- Schweppes Plc d/b/a Cadbury Schweppes 

1" Letter from Aridrew C. Briscoe 111, President and CEO, The Sugar Association to 1)cichet Management 
Branch, Food and Drug Administration (Feb. 28,2006? [hereinafter "Sugar Association Petition"]. 
" Iii. at 3-4. 
'" hlaintenance of consistoicy in the. definition of "natural" across the federal agencies obviously is 
critical to eliminating consumer contusion. I~Iowever, due to the problems with the current USDA 
Natural I'olicy described irifrii, it is respectfully submitted that FDA should not codify the current USDA 
definition. The possibility that FDA may act pursuant to the Sugar Association's petition ut~derscores the 
need for USf):\ to act quickly ti) codify a workable definition. 
'V,r t ter  from Stephen Gardner, Director of I.itigation, Center for Science in the Public Interest to Docket 
Management Branch, Food and Drug Adminishation (Mar. 13, 2006), ni~nililhli: of, 
~ j w w w . c s p i n e t , o r ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ f d a  nahrrai.pdf#sear~h='?i,ZZnahiiai~~22~ 
3' National (lotisumers 1-eague, Xaturallv Misleading: Consumers' Understanding oi "Natural" and 
"Plant-Derived" 1,abeling Claims, iiriii~lnhlz ni&tgiinclnet.nrg; naturaisreuort.~ii~ [herciiiafter 
"Naturally Misleatiingi']. 
?".,ettes froin Michael F. Jacobson, r'h.ll., Executive Director to Christine l.ewis 'I~aylor.. Ph.I),, Director 
of Office of Nutritional Proilucts, Food and Drug Administration (July 30, 2002) ni>ililiibli* oi 
~ ~ ~ ~ v w . c s i ) i n e i . i ~ ~ v i  i i r * \ \ " /~ i iF : " J j c t ' i ~ i~ i a in~ ;  ict, nlso Stop i.abeIing ties, Beri & Irxrry'.i Futlgirig the -- 
Truth, Ciavs CSPI, niiniiiihic nt, hMp: / ii*--.vw sto;;labelinglies.com,~~~n~izintsl!i~~~~?iiierrv.htn~~. 
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Americas Beverages and Dr. Pepper / Seven UP, Inc. (collectivelv "Cadbury") engaged 
in unfair and deceptive acts. In a letter to Cadburv executives, CSPI stated its intention 
to file a lawsuit over Cadbury's marketing of 7Up as "natural" despite the presence, in 
the beverage, of high fructose corn syrup, which is not considered minimally 
processed.'2 

b) The codified definition of "natural" should comport with 
already-established consumer beliefs regarding "naturalrr 
foods. 

The proposed codified rule should comport with the consumer's current 
understanding of "natural." As part of its petition, the Sugar Association 
commissioned a consumer survey. That survey concluded 83% of respondents thought 
the agencies should implement rules governing "natural" label claims. When asked 
what "natural" meant to them, 85% of those surveyed said they would not consider any 
food containing an artificial or a synthetic ingredient to be natural. Regarding 
processing, 52% tliouglit the amount of processing and 60% agreed altering of raw 
materials should disqualifv a food from a natural claim.2" 

Other qualitative consumer research indicates the consumer believes the concept 
of "natural" applies to substances that can be found in nature or are obtained from 
renewable sources and are not chemically synthesized or modified.'J The term indicates 
the absence of artificial colors, artificial fragrances, preservatives and synthetic 
functional ingredients.25 Quantitative results indicate that 75% of consumers believe 
natural products are made without chemical additives.26 

8. The New Exceptions Added to the Current Natural Policy Create Internal 
Inconsistencies in the Definition and Render the National Claim 
Meaningless. 

Coilsumers want a "Natural" label they can trust. They believe it means the 
product that bears the label contains no artificial ingredients or preservatives and is 

" Letter from Stepheii Gardner, Llirector of Litigatiori, to Gilbert M. Cassagne and Todd Stitzer (Ma)- 10, 
2006, !z~milnhlc n i  M-~viii,cspii;et.or~, new!pdf/iadburv nolicc.oiif. 
" Sugar Association Petition, iirprc note 16 at 9. 
'4 Lamhros Krotnidas, Making Ndhlra! f lainis for I'ersonal Care Products: 'There are no Rrgulatory 
Guidelines but the lndustrv should Put Aside their Varying Interests and Consider what Consuniers 
Jxprct from Proitucts that make Various "Natural" claims and Formulate T!ieir Products Accoriiingly, 
E-lOLSEIiOID & I'E!lSOl;Ai PROI>UCIS INI>CCIIIIY (Ifec. 1, 2004). nr~rzilnhlt- iii, 

httn:; /iz-3.ni.xis.com~~~Iframe.~i0?i~ikeniCey=r~h-2~I.184?68.22331~63P~tarests. [hereinatter 
"Making Xatural Claims For I'rrsorrai Care i'roducts"]. 
5 111. (citing ifuber-Smith, D.C. 2002. Natural ingredieiits and Cosmccu'ticals Collide - first hqovers are 
"ii,c*irig Grecri. Soap di Cosmetics, Oct. 32-31.). 
". Kahtrally Misleadiiig, suyirlr note 20. 
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accomplished with minimal processing. The new FSIS Natural Policy fails to provide 
for these consumer needs. 

Two of the last three paragraphs in the new Natural Policv contain exceptions 
for (1) ingredients appearing in the National Organic Policy and (2) corn-derived 
sodium lactate. These exceptions swallow the rule by allowing the presence of artificial 
ingredients, synthetics and chemical preservatives in "natural" foods. The initial 
prohibition and subsequent approval of such ingredients renders the Policy internallv 
inconsistent and impracticable, therebv exacerbating consumer confusion and eroding 
the meaning of Natural claims. 

1. The Reference to the National Organic Policy for Acceptable 
Ingredients for All Natural Claims is Inconsistent with the initially- 
stated Prohibition on Artificial or Synthetic Ingredients. 

The reference to the National Organic Policy (NOP) for a list of acceptable 
ingreclients allowed for natural claims runs afoul of the directive that "natural" 
proclucts cannot contain "any artificial flavor or flavoring, coloring ingredient, or 
chemical preservative (as defined in 21 CFR 101.22), or any other artificial or svnthetic 
ingredient[.]" The NOP allows ingredients that, even though they may be naturally 
derived, would, within context, be considered "artificial" within the Natural Policy. For 
example, compare the allowance, in the NOP, for "colors, nonsvnthetic sources 
with the following language in the new Natural Policv: 

The decision to approve or deny the use of a natural claim 
may be affected by the specific context in which the claim is 
made. For example, claims indicating that a product is a 
natural food, e.g., "Natural chili" or "chili - a natural 
product" would be unacceptable for a product containing 
beet powder which artificially colors the finished product. 

The above-quoted passage would specifically prohibit a Natural claim for chili 
colored with beet powder. However, the reference to the NOP appearing a mere five 
lines below this passage would approve it. This internal inconsistency creates 
confusion and renders the Natural label meaningless. 

Similarly, the NOP allows synthetic ingredients,'a which, bv reference, the new 
Natural Policv woulci now also al lo~r for foods for which a Natural claim is made. This, 
again, creates an inconsistency wittiin the policy as it would again run afoul o f  the 
Policv's initiallv-stated prohibition on synthetic ingredients. 

CFIZ 2(15.605 (a). 
'V 7CFR 205.605 (b). 



2. The Exemption for Sodium Lactate is Inconsistent with the "No 
Chemical Preservatives" Directive. 

The new Natural Policy now also allows the presence of corn-derived sodium 
lactate in meat and poultry products which would bear a Natural label. This is 
inconsistent with the Policy's initial prohibition on chemical preservatives. 

Under both the prior and new Natural policies, an applicant for a Natural claim 
has to demonstrate that its product does not contain any "chemical preservative (as 
defined in 21 CFR 101.22)." Bv definition, under 21 CFR 101.22, a "chemical 
preservative is "any chemical that, when added to food, tends to prevent or retard 
deterioration thereof." The rule specifically exempts the common natural presenratives, 
"common salt, sugars, vinegars, spices, or oils extracted from spices, substances added 
to food bv direct exposure thereof to wood smoke, or chemicals applied for their 
insecticidal or herbicidal properties."2" 

Sodium lactate "tends to prevent or retard deterictration" of food products to 
which it is addeci - it is a "chemical preservative." This is expl~citly recognized in 9 
CFR 424.22, which states that sodium lactate is used "to prohibit microbial gro~rth" on 
"various meat and poultrv products " 

a) Even naturallv-derived sodium lactate is a preservative. 

Sodium lactate is a preservative regardless of its derivation. A recent print 
advertisement by Purac, a leading seller of food ingredients, inakes this explicit. It 
advertiws "natural" lactic acid and states its benefits as "increase[d] shelf life", 
"improved food safety" and "control[ling] pathogens."") 

b) Sodium lactate is a preservative even at verv low amounts. 

Even when used in amounts much less than the 4.8% levels cited in 9 CFR 424.22, 
sodium lactate is an antimicrobial. Whereas 9 CFR 424.21 also states that sodium lactate 
may be used as a flavoring at levels not to exceed 2% <of the product formulation, 9 CFR 
424.21 and 9 CFR 424.22 are not mutuallv exclusive. Section 424.22 provides only the 
upper limit for sodium lactate used as a preservative. It prescribes no lower limit below 
which soclium lactate is not considered a preser\~ative. Section 324.21 merely provides 
the upper concentration of sodium lactate used as a flavoring. Nowhere do these rules 
state-or even imply -that so~iium lactate is not a preservative, even when used at a 
level that would also qualifv it as a flavorant in certain procjucts. 

'" ?1 CFli 101 22. 
'' SC'P Iixhibit H hereto. 



11-1 fact, Purac's Opti.Form@ Lisieria Control Model 2005- the computer model 
manufacturers use to calculate the antilnicrobiallv effective amount of sodium lactate 
added to their products-indicates sodium lactate is a preservative even when present 
at very low levels. The chart below summarizes the Opti.Form model results for 
differing levels of sodium lactate when added to a cured product." 

i ' Weight % added Sodium Lactate 1 Time to 2 log Increase in Listerin I Difference in Time to 2 log I 
I Growth ! / Increase from 0 added Sodium i 

As the model demonstrates, even when present at only 1 ?A of the product 
formulation, sodium lactate inhibits microbial growth and confers a two to three week 
increase in shelf life. At only 2% -the rate up to which some may argue sodium lactate 
is present as a flavoring-microbial growth is inhibited sufficient to confer a six to eight 
week increase in shelf life. 

These results are furtlier substantiatecl by reference to the Oscar Mayer patents, 
which claim antimicrobial effects-specifically a delay in the growth of Clostriditila 
h o t z i l i ~ ~ ~ ~ n l  -at lactate levels as low as 1% of the product formulation.32 "The levels of 
the lactate salt which delay the toxin formation compared to the control are amounts 

Lactate - 
1 

n/ a 
6 to8 days 

1 15 to 20 days 
27 to 36 days 
44 to 59 days 
72 to 96 days 1 

! I 

10% 1 31 to 38 days 

which are effective for delaying the clostridium botulinuin growth. 111 general these 

- 
i 0.5% 
/ 1.09" 
1.5% 

amounts range from about 1 to about 7 percent lactate salt and preferably are in tlie 
range from about 1.5% to 3.5% lactate salt."?7 

/ 37 to 46 davs - 
46 to 58 ciavs 
II 

58 to 74 davs 

c) Removal of Lactate Preservatives Keed Not Compromise Food 
Safety. 

2.0% ; 75 to 97 days 
12.5% / 

Contrarv tct arguments that mav arise from manufacturers wishing to market 
"natural" products containing preservatives, the removal of lactate preservatives from 
"natural" food products will not compromise food safety. It must be reiterated that 
"natural" is strictlv a voluntary claim. If a manufacturer cannot ensure the safety of its 
products without the addition of lactate preservatives then it is free to omit the 
"natural" claim from its labels. Responsible manufacturers woulcl not sacrifice tctod 
safety in the interests of a marketing initiative. 

" Sw Exhibit C fo r  actual model rt?ults. 
*' Sce Exhibit 11 for the Oscar Maper patents, 1,798,729; 4,888,191; 3,017,391 
'' GS Patent Nos. 3,798,729 at lines 20-26; 4,888,191 at lilies 16-22; 5,017,391 at lines 18-24. 
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Use of lactate preservatives is not the only avenue for controlling microbial 
growth. Coinmon salt, sugars, vinegars, spices, smoking, roasting, freezing, drying and 
fermentilig are all natural methods to preserve food and make it safe for consumption. 
Further, lethality processes, such as high pressure pasteurization, exist that both help to 
ensure food safetv and qualify a product for a "natural" claim. 

Tlie real food safety concern surrounding the acceptance of lactates in "natural" 
products arises from the reciuction of the amount of lactate used down to less than 2% 
of the formulation to meet some arbitrary flavoring limitation." Whereas lactates are 
preservatives3at very Low concentrations, their effectiveness from a food safety 
standpoint is extremely concentration and temperature dependent. As lactate 
concentration goes down, so does its effectiveness as a growth inhibitor.'"imilarly, as 
storage temperature rises above 40°F., the effectiveness of the lactate as a growth 
inhibitor is reduced." The reduction of sodium and potassiurn lactate concentrations to 
levels at which they qualify as flavorings to obtain clearance of a "natural" claim 
compromises food safety . bv . limiting lactate to concentrations which may be ineffective 
to ensure food safety, especially when combined with less-than-optimal storage 
temperatures. 

1V.Rulemaking is Necessary to Abate the Inconsistencies in the Current Policy, 
Provide for Customer Confidence and Prevent Erosion of the Natural Claim. 

As demonstrated above, the agencies and consumers alike have long recognized 
and called for a clear, codified definition of "natural" for food labeling purposes. 
Consumers are confused and mistrustful. If FSIS is to provide for the consumer interest 
and prevent misleading labeling and the associated erosion of the "natural" claim, it 
must codify a clear and consistent definition of "natural" that comports with 
consumers' alreadv-established beliefs. And it must do so in time to prevent FDA from 
adopting an inconsistent Policy based on the FSIS new Natural Policy, as is called for in 
the February 28,2006 Sugar Association petition.?" 

'4 SLY, 9 C.F.II. 5 121 .21(~) ,  
.. 
;-- 2.1 c.F.a. IOI .22(a)(5). 
*"I:ood safety and Inspection Service, .-Xssessing the Effectiveness of the "Z~isterin i~ioiioi.?/ft~geiti's" interim 
Final Rule (Scpt. 2001j at 26. 
*' R.K. Barakat Xr I..J. f-larris, Growth of 1,isterin i?roi~t)cyt<igc,iies and Yersinin orf~~r~~nditiiil  otr Cooked 
hlodified-Ahnosphere-Packagcd Poultr>- in the Presence and .Absence of a Kakrally Occurring 
Microbiota, Ari,i.sro 4un F ~ v l ~ o X \ n x ~ i ~ .  M i c ~ o ~ i o ~ c x ; ?  b5:l (Jan. 1999) 3.1245; s1.c Hans Rloni, Eva 
Trrbrink, Richard Dainty, Therese Cagtvedt, Elisabeth Rorch, 1-Iilde Nissen, Sruls Nesbakken, r\ddition 
of 2.5% lactate and 0.25% Acetate Controls Growth ot i.istt3rin r ~ i i ~ i i i i c ! j i (  in Vacuuin-Packed, Sensory 
Acceptable %r\-elat Sausage and Cooked tiam Stored at 1"C, 1l;r"i J. OF Fcmi, M I C I < O ~ ~ ? I ~ < ; ?  38 (1997) 71- 
76. 
' V c r  sripvn notes 16-38 anti accompanying rliscussion. 
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A. Proposed Action 

1. Amend 9 CFR 317.8 and 381.129 to codify the original definition of 
"natural." 

As demonstrated above, the reference to the National Organic Policy for a list of 
allowable ingredients for ineat ancl poultrv products bearing natural label claims is 
internally inconsistent. It both prohibits and allows the presence of artificial flavorings, 
artificial colorings, and other artificial or synthetic ingredients. Further, the allowance 
ctf the presence of corn-derived sodium lactate in meat and poultry products bearing 
natural label claims also creates internal inconsistencv as chemical preservatives are 
initiallv prohibited bj7 the Policy. 

To alleviate tl-iese inconsistencies and abate the potential for consumer confusion 
and erosion of the meaning of the Natural claim, I-lormel Foods Corporation hereby 
petitions FSIS to codify language in 9 CFR part 317.8 and 381.129 pertaining specificallv 
to Natural Labeling Claims for meat and poultry products. The new rule should codify 
the definition of "natural" and clarifv the circumstances under which it may be used on 
the label of a meat or poultrq- product. 

It is important to retain a Natural Label policy that does not allow for the use of 
ingredients that are more than minimally processed and that are not, by tl~em~elves, 
considered to be natural. This is in keeping with the spirit of the reference to "All", 
"Pure", and "l0Ooh" found in the Food Standards and Labeling Policv Book. 
Accor~iingly, the new Natural Label Claims Rule should include the following 
provisions: 

Labeling Claims: "Natural, All, 100%" 

Conditions of use: The term -"natural, all, 100%" may be 
used on labeling for meat products and poultry products, 
provided the applicant for such labeling demonstrates that: 

(1) the procluct cioes iiot contain any artificial flavor or 
flavoring, artificial coloring ingredient, or chemical 
preservative (as clefinecl in 21 CFR 101.22), or any 
other artificial or synthetic ingredient; ancl 

(2) the product and its ingredients are not more than 
minimallr processed. 

Beyond the definition of "chemical preservative" found in 21 
CFR 101.22, it is intended that anv substance, either natural 



or chemical, which serves to retard product deterioration as 
a result of inicrobiat action would not be alloured in 
products which carry an all natural claim. 

Minimal processing may include: (a) those traditional 
processes used to make food edible or to preserve it or to 
make it safe for human consumption, e.g., smoking, 
roasting, freezing, drying, and fermenting, or (b) those 
physical processes which do not fundamentally alter the raw 
product and/or which only separate a whole, intact food 
into component parts, e.g., grinding ineat, separating eggs 
into albumen and yolk, and pressing fruits to produce juices. 

Relatively severe processes, e.g., solvent extraction, acid 
hvdrolysis, and chemical bleaching would be considered 
more than minimal processing. Thus, the use of a natural 
flavor, flavoring or flavoring agents in compliance with 21 
CFR 101.22,9 CFR 317.2,381.118 and 424.21 which have 
undergone more than minimal processing would not be 
used in products that carry an all natural claim. 

Categorv exceptions: An "all natural" claim will not be 
invalidated by use of otherwise natural ingredients which 
contain unavoidable incidental additives or processing aids 
(as defined in 21 CFR 101.100(a)(3) which may not 
themselves be considered as natural. Processing aids, such 
as anticaking or antifoaming agents, have functions in foods 
that are considered to be phvsical rather than chemical. 
Their presence in the final product is insignificant and they 
have no functional effect in the finished food. Examples 
include, but are not limited to, calcium silicate, magnesium 
oxide, calcium carbonate, dimethylpolysiloxane and sodium 
aluminosilicate. 

Labeling recluirements: An "all natural" claim may be used 
in tlie product name as long as it does not interfere with or 
alter a standardized name (i.e., All Natural Chili with 
Beans). An "all natural" claim mav also be used as an 
informative label element either as a stanitalone feature or to 
describe some specific aspect of the product (e.g., All 
Natural Ingredients). The use of the term "all" in 
conjunctictn with "natural" must mean that the product as a 



whole 1s natural as stated above with no except~ons other 
than those stated 

All products claiming to be natural or a natural food should 
be accompanied bv a brief statement which explains what is 
meant by the term natural, i.e., that the product is a natural 
food because it contains no preservatives, no artificial 
flavorings or colorings and is onl4- minimally processed. 
This statement should appear directly beneath or beside all 
natural claims or, if elsewhere on the principal display 
panel, an asterisk should be used to tie the explanation to the 
claim. 

Although some consumers or animal raisers may confuse 
natural products with those that are free of antibiotics or 
growth stimulants, this proposed action is not intended to 
address animal raising. Such claims and the verification of 
such practices, although acceptable in the use of natural 
claims, will remain independent and outside the scope of 
this proposal. (ref: FSIS Natural and Organic Claims 
h?tp:/ /-www.fsis.usda.i?ov/OPPDE/iarc/Claims/Or~anic 
C1airns.hb-n) - 

2. Issue Interim Guidance 

The rulemaking process can take one or more years from inception of a petition 
to promulgation of a final rule. Because consumer confidence and protection of the 
consumer from being mislead is paramount in this instance, the USDA must issue 
interim guidance. This can be easily and immediately accomplished by issuing a 
unilateral revision to the current Natural Policy in the same way the August 2005 
change to the Policy was issued. 

Leaving the new Natural Policv in place during this period will leave the agency 
and consumers vulnerable to manufacturers attempting to take advantage of its 
inconsistencies to obtain "natural" labeling for proclucts that contain artificial 
ingredients or preser~~atives or that are highlv , processed. To avoid misleading 
acli7ertising and further erosion of consumer confidence, the USDA should issue 
guidance reaffirming the original and continuing two-part "natural" definition that 
requires the absence of artificial flavors or flavorings, artificial coloring ingredients, 
chemical preservatives and other artificial or svnthetic ingredients and requires 
minimal processing. 



Further, the rescission of the wholesale exemptions for sodium lactate 
preservatives and ingredients appearing C J ~  the National Organic Policy will avoid 
adverse economic impacts to manufacturers that use the exemptions to gain a market 
niche, or~lv to have their "natural" status revoked when a new rule is promulgated. It 
will also protect the investment of those manufacturers that have committed money, 
time and human resources to development and commercializaticon of true natural 
ingredients and minimal processing technologies to produce safe and wholesome 
products. 

V. Environmental Impact 

Neither an envirctnmental assessment nor an environmental impact statement is 
required. 

VI.Economic Impact 

It is clear that consumers are interested in minimally-processed proclucts that do 
not contain artificial ingredients or preservatives. But confusion and difficultv in 
conveniently finding such items are barriers to purchasing. A clear, concise definition 
will benefit consumers by giving them confidence that the "natural" label reallv means 
what thev expect it to mean, thereby giving them the confidence to purchase such 
products. Strong consumer interest, in turn, will encourage retailers to devote more 
shelf space and marketing attention to these products-and further educate the 
consumer. Finally, increased consumer and retailer demand for natural products will 
give incentives to manufacturers to invest in natural ingredients and in new minimal 
processing technologies. These activities in the consumer, manufacturer and retailer 
ranks will result in wide-ranging positive economic impacts. 

A. Increased Consumer Confidence in the Natural Label will have a Positive 
Economic Impact. 

1. Protection of the integrity of the Natural label will ensure the 
continued growth and viability of the natural category. 

"Health and wellness is no longer a niche-it's mainstream and it's a long-term 
trend."i%ll reports are that consumers want to eat healthv.*V(I% of shoppers feel 
their diets could be a lot or somewhat healthier and 51% are making sigiiificant efforts 
to eat healthy. 52% look at the nutrition label when they buy an item for the first time. 
26% of consumers have purchased a food item because of information on a food 

" Claryelleti Molyneaux, Puttirig lVords into Action; St.vvices of the Natural Marketing Institute, 
SUPERWA~IKPT NFI\S (Feb. 28,2005) [hereirratter "Putting Words into Action"]. 
"1 'ice, c.g., I:Ml News Release, U.S. Families Taking Charge of Health, But Convcniericc is Key I)ri\>er in 
Eoocl-Purchasing Decisions, :\ccording to New FFMI/PRIVE?JnON Study (Aug. 18, 2003), -i;arilnhii, ,rf, 
irtip:: / im i .o r~ /n t ed i a , 'me i i l i a t i . x i . c fn?~  
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nutrition label and 34?" have rejected an item because of nutrition label information or a 
lack thereof. 4' In 2002,67"6 of shoppers checked food labels to cletermine the tvpe of 
preservative present in their food - an 8% increase over 2001.4' 

These diet concerns are raising consumer interest in, and clemand for, natural 
and organic proclucts. "All-natural" is the most frequent positive new product category 
in North America. FoodTechnology magazine reports that traditional recipes are 
making a comeback as natural ingredients and ideas are becoming paramount." 
According to a nationwide survey .. bv - HealthFocus, "[mlore consumers are eating 
natural foods than ever before as a way of adapting lifestyles with mocleration and 
balance as key elemes~ts[.]".'"s of 2001, almost 75% of the general population reported 
using natural foods, with a large g o u p  reporting their first use of natural and organic 
products in 2000.45 

The consumer trend toward natural and organic products is evidenced by the 
growing number of businesses catering to consumers wishing to purchase natural food 
products. Food sales in natural product stores reached a reported 511.4 billion in 2003.46 
Natural product sales in all channels reached $42.8 billion in 2003, an 8.1?& increase 
from 2002. Natural product retailers saw sales of 520.5 billion, reflecting a 9.9% increase 
from 2002." According to Supermarket News: 

"Today's consumers are increasinglv concerned with food 
safetv and the question of 'where does mv tood come from?" 
. . . They are seeking natural products-natural product sales 
have topped $3.2 billion in recent wars and are growing- 
and the advancing age of babv boomers is helping to drive 
the category. Consumers will pay 50 to 60 cents more for 
premium organic or natural meat because the perceived 
health benefits outweigh costs in manv consumers' minds.@ 

4 :  FMI News Release, U.S. Consumers Buying Fortified Foods, Organic Produce and I'rescription Drugs 
at Nation's Supermarkets, According to Shopping for Health 2001 (Nov. 19, 20011, i~uniliif~le tit, 

@:I ifmi.vrg_ilietiial media'rt.st.cfm?f 3=371 [hcri?inafter "U.S. Consumers Buying Fortified Foods"]. 
" Siii~r-ti  note at 14. 
" 1%. Elizabeth Sloan, New Product Sho~vcases Sizzle, srrprii note 15 at 40, 
" Study Fin& Clnre Americaits Eating Natural Foods, N . ~ ~ u i ? i r  Foi?iX 'Lli-r<c~i-i,4Ni)iSi:li (May 1997). 
"Stevis French, Statshot of Consumer ].rends. Natural I'roducts Channel is no 1-onger Niche Market a s  
Increasing Number of Consuiners are Using These Markets, N:Yriiir\i Foi>i?s k l ~ ~ c i i ~ ~ r j r s ~ l z  (June 2001) 
[hereinafter "Statshot of Consumer 7rends"l. 
'I. Sugar r4ssociatiotl I'etition, iiil7ru notis I6 at 4. 
i ti. Ilizabcth Sioan, C;ourniet & Specialtr; 1:ood 'I~rends, FoodTechnoiogy 26-38,28 (July 2004) 
[hereinafter "Gourn1c.t & Specialty 1:ood irends"] 
" BRobhi Katx, Organic, Natural Meat Sales are Exploding (F:eb 28,2005) (quoting yichoias 1YAgostirlo 
111, vicix president, iYAgostirx) Supermarkets. Ncw York). 
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The demographics of those who generally buy organic foods cut across all 
generations: 

Demograph~c 
Generat~on Y (18-27) 
Generation X (2841) 
Younger Bab) Boomers (42-51) 
Older Baby Boomers (52-60) 
blatures (;I+) 

Re~ularlv Buying Organics 
51 40 
55% 
5 7 O/" 

5O0o 
46"o 

Interest in organic products correlates strongly with childcare giving. 32% of 
buvers reported their first purchase of organic foods was for ail infant or newborn.-'Y 

The natural channel will only continue to grow. According to NMI, in 2004,63% 
of consumers use natural foods and beverages and 40% use organics; 53% want foods 
grown without pesticides; 4900 want natural foods; and 18% use onlv natural sugars 
such as honey and raw sugar. Issues of increasing importance are foods free of 
antibiotics, hormones and preservatives.j" This mainstreaming of natural foods has 
drawn major manufacturers into the market.51 

Mainstreaming has extended to retailers as well. Once available only in natural 
foods and nutrition stores, natural foods are now a growing categorv with mainstream 
retailers. Research shows consumers prefer to see all their options in one location52 and 
that thev are more likelv to try a natural or organic counterpart under those 
circumstances.j3 Mainstream retailers, recognizing the trend toward a preference for 
natural and organic foods, have begun developing specific strategies for offering them 
in their stores. 3-1 Many retailers are addressing consumer confusion regarding natural 
and organic products by providing specific informational services. Services include in- 
store advertising, cooking demonstrations, and emploving resident specialists to 
answer yuestions.~~ Providing conventional counterpart items and running price 

4' Fh4I Rackgrounder Natural and Organic Foods, 3 ~z,nilnhle nf,  
h t i ~ : /  /~va--~~.fmi.<?r~/o~edia/bz/nantral  orc;anic fooas.odf [hereinafter "Fhll Backgrounder"], 5. 
"' Gourmet Xr Specialty Food Trends, sirprn note 47 at 31 
'1 FklI Backgrounder siiprn note 49. 
iz Putting Words into .Action, siipni note 19. 
." 
' *  FMI Backgrounder, sifprn note 49 at 6. 
52 Fh4l Backgrounder, sriprnr note 39; Statshot of Consumer Trends, siipvn note at 45. 

FhZl Rackgritunder, sripm note 39 at 6; Food Marketing Institute Release, Convenience, Cost and 
'iuiri6on are Key Concerns in tiealth Xr Self-Care Movement, According ti> "Shopping for Health 2001" 
(No". 1,2003), a\:aiiable at, htip:/ /fn1i.oro/x1i.iiiaimrdiatext.cim?id=578 j"hereinafter Contienirnie, 
Cost and Nutrition"] ("l'hese barriers are areas of opportunity far supern~arkets to help consumers 
nianagts their health by proviciing tialuabltr nutrition information aud convenient, healtl~y meal 
options."). 
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promotions round out retailer marketing strategies for these products.56 

Increased availability of natural and organic products in mainstream channels 
makes these products visible to a wider range of consumers, rnanv of which would not 
have otherwise been introduced to such products in a natural foods or nutrition store. 
This, in turn, brings a new consumer base to manufacturers offering such products. In 
fact, increased mainstream availability of natural and organic products is driving new -- 
consumers into natural proclucts stores.>, 

Cctnsumers blame their lack of success in efforts to eat healthv, in part, on the 
high costs of health\* f o ~ d s . ~ V r i c e  premiums for organics range around 35-5396 for 
baby food, 72% for froze11 broccoli, 947" for spring wheat and 177% for soybeans.5' 
However, as major manufacturers begin offering such products, mass production will 
lead to price competition with conventional products and reduce prices for the 
consumer."(1 

2. Protection of the integrity of the Natural label will open the category 
to consumers with special health needs. 

Consumers also cite health benefits as their motivation to purchase natural and 
organic foods. Natural foods consumers are statistically more likely to have 
philosophical or health-related special dietary i~eeds.~' Approximatelv five million 
Americans - 296 of adults and 2-8% of childreii- suffer from some type of food 
allergy ." More common, however, than food allergies are food intolerances. Food 
intolerance, unlike a food atlergv, does not involve the immune system, but instead is a 
reaction to the chemical composition of tlw food, such as a preservative or flavoring." 

Food allergies and intolerance are related to a wide range of physical react~ons, 
including respiratory problems, rashes and  headache^.^^ More disconcerting are the 

'"MI Rackgrounder, siipm note 49. 
57 Statshot of Consumer Trends, supra note 15. 
58 U.S. C:onsumers Iluying Fortified Foods, sirpm note 41 
-. 
>* FMI I'tachgrounder, stfprn note 49 at 6. 
'-" / i f .  at 6 
'."lf. at 3, 
"2 josh Dinar, Food for Thought: Why they Buy, N ~ ~ u R ~ \ I .  I~oot)s ~ ~ ~ I ~ C - ~ ~ A S D ~ S E I ~  (Dc'c. 2000) [hereinafter 
"I;ood for I'houghtm[. 
""Citizen Petition by the 'Attorneys (;ent:ral of NY, 1.111, MI, WY, OH, ?'N <:I, VT, and h4A to requesting 
action by the Food and Drug Admi~listratiorl regarding allergenic substances, ni~nilnhit, lit, - .. ., ., 
~ : / / w w w . o a g . s i a t c , n u . u s ~ ~ Z O 0 0 ; n 1 a i / m n v 2 6 a  attach ii0.html. 

71 FIi 26677-03, 26678. 
Sw Food ixdditives, Australian Consumers Association, Clloicc (April ZOOS), iiz:mlah!i. at, 

hktp:/ iivwir-,c!?~,ice.ci~n?.au Iviewarticleacone1)age~a~n~?id=I00241&cnilii=?OOWS&6d='~00iiO8&~ 
jhereinaftcr "Food i2~iditives"j; Food Issues, ;ii~nilnhli~ :rf, 
~ " t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v . ~ : x i e r s t a n d i n g f o o d a d d i t i v e s . o r r / p a r e s i C h 5 ~ ~ 2 - ' 1  .him. 
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studies that link food additives with behavioral problems, hyperactivity and brain 
processing in children.hh In the 1Y70's, Dr. Ben Feingold, in Wry Yo~rr Cl~ild is 
FJi/pe~nctiz)', published results claimii~g a diet tree of synthetic colorings, preservatives 
and salicylates irnproved behavior in j0-50% of hyperactive children.b7 Sodium lactate, 
one of the preservatives the new Natural Policv specificallv allows, is linked to adverse 
reactions in lactose intolerant ~hildren.~" 

As the FSIS has alreadv recognized, food allergic and intctlerant consumers and 
their caregivers are entitled tttl accurate information and confidence that "all ingredients 
will be correctlv labeled on prod~cts ."~Vhese consumers want to have confidence that 
their choices are real."] A clear, concise, exception-free definition of "natural" will give 
them the assurances they need to make health-conscious purchases for themselves and 
their children. 

3. Protection of the integrity of the Natural label may help to open 
international markets. 

Finally, a clear, enforceable definition of "natural" has the potential to open 
foreign markets. There is strong growth in the natural category in Latin America." 
Without reliable parameters governing the use of the term, the global market remains 
uncertain. The implementation, by U.S. regulators, of a clear and enforceable definition 
of "natural" will assist in establishing equivalency of regulation under various free 
trade agreements and establish trust in prclduct labeling that could potentiallv open 
foreign markets.72 

"" S13i' Food Additives, srrprn note 65; toed Issues, szrprii note 65; Natural Elealth and Longevity Resource 
Center, Food :\dditives and f-Zyperactivity in (Zhildren, nr~nilnhl~ nf, hKa:il N-ww.al1- 
~ r a t o r ~ ~ l , c t r m I h y p e ~ a c t i t ~ i t ~ ~ . h ~  RRC News, Food Additives "Cause 'I'antrums" (Oct. 23, 2002), nanileble 
tit, hth::inews.bk,co.uk/l ~hi/i-1eaIth/235irlE3.si;m, 
, - 
;" F o o d  Issues, si!prn note 65. 
:" Food Additives: .:kids, Antioxirlants, hlineral Salts, nz'nilnhle $rt, 

Fond for Thought, srcpvn note. 62. 
-' '1. Elizabeth Sloan, New I>nduct Shovvcascs Sizzle, irilivn note 15 at 10. 
2 5.e PanAfrica; When Ethics Mean Rusincss, f1FRICA NEWS (Mar, 15,2005) 
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B. A Clear Definition and Use Parameters Governing the Use of Natural Label 
Claims Will Also Positively Impact Manufacturers. 

Bevond the generation of more sales generally due to increased consumer 
confidence and trust, a codified definition of "natural" including parameters for making 
such a claim will benefit manufacturers by providing assurance that the term is , . ., 
consistently used, thereby leveling the playing field among competitors. Further, a 
definition that eliminates exceptions that encourage reductions in amounts of certain - 
food safetv-enhancing ingredients to an arbitrary level will protect the categorv, and its 
players, from a potentially devastating food safety incident.:? 

A clear definition will encourage investment in innovation, especially in new 
minimal processing technologies, and investment in natural, sustainable ingredient 
supplies. And it will protect these investments from other manufacturers that would 
take advantage of the exceptions to use less expensive substitutes for minimal 
processing techniques and cl~emical and artificial ingredients and preservatives. 

Finally, it must be remembered that "natural" is strictly a voluntary claim. Any 
negative impact to manufacturers which may have obtained approval of  a natural label 
through use of the exceptions in the new Policy has chosen to exploit the Policv and 
consumer confidence in this manner to make this voluntary claim. This perceived 
negative impact is better borne by the manufacturer than by the consumer however, 
and can be expeditious action bv the FSIS in issuing interim guidance ancl moving 
through the rulemaking process. 

VI. Conclusion 

It is clear that natural products are important to cnnsumers. It is equally clear 
that consumers are confused about the definition of "natural" ancl, consequently, are 
becoming distrustful of the labeling claims. The agencies, consumers and 
manufacturers have long been aware of these problems and have called for rulemaking. 
Now is he time for USDA-FSIS to codify a clear, concise definition of "natural" that 
furthers the consumer interests and reflects the consumer's concepts of the term. 

-~ 
~ i'n. siipr~i discussion of Cood safety issues at p.12. 
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VII. Certification 

The undersigned certifies that, to the best of their knowledge, this petition 
includes all information and views on which the petition relies and that it includes 
representative data and information known to the petitioner which are unfavorable to 
the petition. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Hormel Eoods Corporation 

- 
Phillip I!. Minerich 
Vice President Research & Development 

Manager, Technical Services and Regulatory Affairs 
Research and Devslopment 

Corporate Attorney 

cc: The Honorable Richard Raymond, Under Secretary of Food Safety 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
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